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A Hierchy of Enpathy Applied. to Child and Adult Response

to Filmed Literatur*

Dr- Dorothy Jean Woodbury
Abstract

Is answer to the first of two questions, "What is empathy?", a search

oftbe philosophical, psychological, and experimental literature resulted

in az original operational defialtion f empathy called A Hierarchy of

Enrathr. The attempt to subject the definition to observation within the

educational field led to the foranlatioa of the second question, "Caa em-

pathy be identified ia response to filmed literature?" A three age-level

study employing= last-rumen derived from A Hierarchy of Empathy nade

use ef videotapedcseative dramatic and discussion response to Loon's

Necklace, a. Northwest American Indian legend en fills. Three judges

trained to observe and record ea an instrument sheet the stages of empath-

ic response of pre-schoolers, 5th-6th graders, and adults as seen en video-

taped protocols, obtaleed a degree of reliability that highlighted areas

is the construct requiring further definition, bosuns displayed in

visual form lead gwneral support to the developmental and hierarchical

hypotheses, lbeeretical, practical, and research implications of the

study center aroma further refinement of the operational deflaition

f empathy, relating of empathic development to morel develop smut, and

training ofchildren in tbo classroom to recognise aad employ empathic

behavior,
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Intraductlea

In a society that is progressively becoaing more person-eriented,

the concept of& special human talent for sensing and uMeistaudisigthe

feelings and ideas of other parse= has great appeal. This talent is

sometimes called empathy. A. dlisire to learn ebout historical and cur-

rent usages of the tera empathy and to define it operationally led the

writer into a two-year exploration of philosophical and psychological

writings, as well as a search of the experiMental and descriptive lit-

rature on empathy. At the sass time, the writer was workimg on a con-

staatly evolving construct of empathy that was highIy subjective at

first, but which gradually became more operational. Through a search

of the existent literature about empathy and with contiauing guidance

from the writer's chairman and nenbers of her doctoral coanittoe, the

effort resulted in the original construct, A Hierarchy of Empathy, which

attempted to operationalize a developmental cognitive pzocess which

was hierarchical in nature. A Hierarchy of Empathy was the writer's

theoretical answer to the self-imposed question, "What is empathy?"

A second and practical question remained, "Can eapathy Be identi-

fied in the educational field?" It was natural for the writer to narrow

the field to response to literature because horarea of interest was

in language and reading. Through the process of exploring possible

form that a field study might take, and considering the difficulties

that eight to encountered in asking both children and adults to read

the same story, the question evolved imto its final fera, "Can empathy

be identified ia response to filmed literature?"

Loon's Necklace (1948), a Northwest American Indian legend on film,

was chosen for tire reasons. First, a,logend *ends to have universal
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appeal. Second, the stylized and unemotional presentation used in tbe

fUn woUId leave viewers free to respond in their own may.

The two questions, one theoretical and one practical, formed the

basis of the study reported in this article. A larEe body of philosophical

and psychological literature on empathy exists. Constructs have been devel-

oped set-oxperlmental studies of empathic behavior hate been made within

the field of counseling and psychotherapy. However, no other constructs

of empathy, to the writer's knowledge, and very few studies have been

produced in the field of education, Bormuth's Taxonomy of literacy Behalf-

iors0123-7iplaced emptthy under the skill of inference which enables a

person 'Ito derive information not explicitly signalled by the reading task."

Thus empathy as a way of responding to litnratuxe has been recognized.

This article reports on the writer's attempt to operationally define sr

pathy and to put the definition to the test of observation in a field study

of response to filmed literature.

Method

Bacathy_Defined hy Contrast

With the coining of the word empathy in the early twentieth century

to express the concept pat:11,11=g advanced by Lippe, a process of evolving

differentiation in meanings formerly associated with sympathy was eet in

motion. The tern ejlpla__ attracted the many connotations accruing fron

the emerging scientific study of psychology. The olderters sysuathi

retained the slightly impersonal meanings that had prevailed in the human-

istic and literary tradition.

Tbe process was not and is not clear-cut. While empathy seems to

attract new uses daily, sympathy, appears to be retiring gradually into

4
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obscurity. This trend say reflect the increaiing popular interest in

psychological phenomena rather than a real lack of need fora distinction.

Empathy, in this study, is contrasted with symnathy and a place for each

word as a. descriptor of personal feelings is indicated.

Because the highest stage of enpathy to te found in the writer's

theoretical construct is Altruistic Empathy, an association with morality

was suggested. Altruism is a way of thinking that has often been associated

with norality. Since altruisa can be associated with both empathy and mor-

ality, the distinction between the two was develeped in this study.

Empathy was identified as an inter-personal way of knowing while morality

was defined as a social attitude. Morality was considered as a general-

ization of repeated instances of empathy to society as a whole.

EsTathy Defined by Attributes

Once empathy was defined by contrast, it became neceasary to specify

the attributes which characterize empatkOr. Stein's On the Problem of

Empathy (1964), Stewart's Preface to Emoathy (1956), and Katz's

Emnathys Its Nature and Uses (1963) were the prime sources of attributes

associated with empathy. To a lesser degree, Scheler's The Nature of

Sympathy (1954) and Chatterjee's Our Knowledge of Other Selves (1963)

contributed insights. Through an exploration of these theorists' writings,

some commonly accepted attributes of enpathy were listed.

The Structure and Process of Empathy

Tbe definition of enpathy was continued in terms of its structure

and process. Stewart's stages were esyecially useful in suggesting structure,

And Kats's uses of empathy aided in describing the process. A review of

Piaget's cognitive develoomental theory suggested the framework for

5
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A Hierarchy of Emathy,

Empathy Tested in the nem study

Two assumptions were implicit in the definition of empathy called _

A. Hierarchy of &Mak They were: (1) that the development of empathy

is age-related or developmental, and (2) that the development of empathy

is hierarchical and dependent at each more advanced level upon the previous

development of levels below,

In order to test these assumptions, two hypotheses were framed.

Hypothesis 1. The proportion of instances of higher stages of empathic

response will increase as the aSe of the respondents increases.

Hypothesis 2. Tho trend of stages of empathy to be observed over a

period of time in a group dramatization that is freely planned by the

perticiPsste will be upward rather than downward.

Rationale for the field studY. The two hypotheses, which rest on

assumptions of development and hierarchy in the growth of empathy, both

derived from and helped shape the field studY. Hypothesis 1, which

applies to the developesntal property of empathy, required a study to be

done across ago-levels, Hypothesis: 2, which concerns tbe hierarchical

property of empathy, assumed that the medium of response would be

creative drama, an assumption which reflected the interactive relation-

ship which existed between the framing of the hypotheses and the planning

for a study to be done in an educational setting with open-ended rather

than prescribed respons. ,

Creative drama was chosen as the primary mode of response because

it provides scope for sensory-motor, affective and cognitive responses,

both verbal and non-verbal, Discuasion based on questions asked by the
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writer was included because of the possibilitTthat such high-level amp,-

pathic response would te better exhibited through that medium.

A decision to Videotape the creative dramatic and discussion sessions

followed logically from the nature of the response to be elicited. The

writer decided that videotape would preserve physical, emotional, and
-

cognitive responses for later analysis.

The decision to use Loon's Necklace, a filmed Northwest American

Indian legend as a stimulus for response derived from misgivings about the

use of printed literature because of the wide age-range involved.

The measure. The instrument derived from A Hierarchy of Empathy is

printed below. Descriptions were shortened and focused on behaviors to

te observed. The six stages of empathy were labeled by the appropriate

number on the instrument, and a seventh category was included to indicate

pauses, short periods of silence, and periods of confusion as seen on the

videotaped protocols.

Insert "A Summary ,of Levels and Stages for Analysis of Empathy--

the Instrument"

The Instrument Sheet. A sheet which abstracted the instrument was

also developed. It provided seven columns to represent the seven categories

of the instrument. It provided thirty-three rows which represented ten-

second intervals, Judges' marks within the columns and rows indicated

stages of empathic response, or confusion, obeerved during sequential ten-

second intervals.

Deed= of the field study. The design of the field study of empathic

response to filmed literature included four principal elements: (1) conduct-

ing and videotaping sessions of dramatic and discussion response to filmed

7



A summary of levels and stages for analysis of empathythe instrument.

1. Exterior Imitationintitates anotherperson or an-

IDWTIFICATION imal through facial expressions, body posture,

movement-or sounds, The object of imitation is

present.

2. Interiorized Imitationthrough words, play, or

drama, reports facial expressions, body posture,

movement, or sounds observed in another person.or

animate being or in self. Ctject of imitation

need not be present in time or space, but may to,

Any verbal imitation is, of necessity, interiorized

even though concurrent with the imitated.

DIFFERENTIATION

3. Resistancethrough discourse, play, or drama,
.

expresses in words, facia/ expression, use of bodn,

or sounds, an uncomfortable recognition of the

difference between himself and the other person or

personified being. Expresses fear, distrust, dit--

liket.uneasiness, bewilderment, or superstition,

sometimes in exaggerated imitation of body or speech.

Resistance includes voodoo and other negative

occult practices.

Reidentification--expresses through discourse play,

or drama, in words, facial expression, use of the

body, and sounds, a recognition of a relationship



---betWeen self and "othee including likenesses

and difierences. Exhibits friendly imitation in

body, sound, orspeech; makes friendly overturesu

gently teases; accepts plans or advice of the

othsr

5. Creative Empathic Problem Solvinguses his owd

ideas to improve relationships; suggests solutions

for inter-personal conflicts orpersonal problems;

exhibits conscious good-will toward other person

through words and deeds; includes himself in the

good-will; exhibits his ideas through such be-
,

haviors as creative dramatics, improvisational

dram, introspection, soliloquy, counseling, dia-

logue, value exploration, and open-ended question-

ing.

6. Altruistic Empathy-- expresses in words or actions

that he understands "both himself and the "other";

puts the relationship,into aframe of mutuality.

Consciously places his own welfare in subordin-

ation to the welfare of the relationship, Uses

good-will as his motivation and consciously iden-

tifies with the "other," His physical isitation

of the "other" approaches the aesthetic (drama,

dance); verbal Imitation tends toward poetry.

Consciously replaces negative affect with altrw.

istic good-rwill or empathy.

9



7. Silence orT.Onfusionpauses, short periods of

silence, and periods of confusion in which what

is taking plaza, cannot be understood by the

observer.
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literature,, (2) training three judges to uie the:instrument to identifY

instances of will:ethic resnonse observed on videotaped protocols, .(3) con-

ducting an inter-judge reliability check based on.observations of identical

portions of videotaped protocols, and (4) presenting.the results of the

stuay by means of visual displays and discussion.

The entire hour-long session done with each of six groups, one pre-

school, one kindergarten, two fifth-sixth grade classes of gifted childien

and two university level Classes, was videotaped except for the tine spent

in showing Loon's Necklace, Introductory remarks and transitional portions:
7

captured on the tape were eliminated.from:the portions to be judged. For-

tions submitted. to the 'judges consisted of motivation, individual drama-

tized response, group dranatized response, and discussion of questions.

The training of judges was conducted during a two-week period immediately

preceding the actual judging of the protocols.

The inter-judge reliability check was conducted during the actual

judging of the protocols. Identical portionsof videotape were viewed

by each judge forthat purpose, The results axe reported below,

Fbuir types of visual displays were developed to help report the

results relating to the two hypotheses. . A three-by-six cell, a linegraph,

ande, matrix of paired responses presented the results applicable to

Hypothesis 1. A scattergran displayed the results releVant to Hypothesis 2.

The linegraphs can be seen in Figures 1, 2, and 3. The-scattergrans of

group dramatized response can be seen, in Figures 4, 3, 6, and 7.

Insert Figures 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6 _and"?

Results

A reliability form adapted from that used by Flanders (1967) to

train observers of interaction in the classroon made use of three observers
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Proportions.of Empathic Response Observed.by Judges at Pre-School Level
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rather than the two used by Flanders.

A Hierarchy

The inclusion of a third judge

8

necessitated the addition of six colunns to the fore. Flanders' relia-

bility form did not include the calculation of if, The fora used in

this study did include the calculation of 0-for each pair of judges, as

well as an average of thefes for the three pairs of judges.

Reliability

When tallies under the seven munbers on the instrunent sheet were kept

separate, the average reliability among the thre pairs of judges was .34.

When the numbers one through six on the instrument sheet, represent-

ing Stages One through Six in A Hierarchy of lenvathy were divided into

lower-half, higher half, and the number seven constituting a division by

itself, average reliability amoag the three pairs of judges was .51.

When the numbers one through six were grouped together and number seven

constituted a group by itself, empathy versus non-enpathy, the average

reliability was .94.

When the numbers ene through six constituted ems group and Ember

seven constituted another (after obligatory beginning and endiag seveas

had beam sibiraCted) the swinge reliability was .89.

Interpretation otResults of Reliability Check

lb, pattern of larger inter-judge raVlalglay associated with the

grouping of the tallies into larger units.as measured by the instrunent

suggest the existence of an empathy construct. This suggestion is rein-

forced by the jaswerage reliability found among the three pairs of

judges uhen empathy Vait isolated fres nonTempathy. When obligatory be-

gisning and ending sevens mere removed fres the mon-empathy category,

the average reliability was still thigh .89. The low reliability 44
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incurred when all stages of empathy plus non-empathy were considered

separately reflects the difficulty judges had in agreeing on the occurrence

of some states, notably stage Three (Resistance), as well as Stage Four

(Roidentificatios). aad Stags Five (Creative Empathic Problem Solving),

Results of Judging as Related to Hypothesis 1

Hypothesis 1 states that the proportion of instances of higher stages

of empathic response will increase as the age of the respondents increases.

This hypothesis was designed to test the developmental property of the

mpathic process as defined in A Hierarchy of Empathy. If the proposed

theory io valid, one *mild expect to see a lack of response at the upper

stages of empathy among the middle grade groups as well as among adult

groups. And one would expect tO see occasional Stage Five and Stage Six

responses, perhaPe ia the middle grade groups, but certainly in the adult

groups. Figures 1. 2, and 3 show that these expectations were in fact

fulfilled.

The three linegraPhs (Figures 1, 2, and 3) were constructed on

calculated proportions Of empathic response. The three judges are repre-

seated by a solid line, a broken line, and a dotted line. Accordingly,

the results of individual judges' finding are easily mein in comparison

with one another. ta OdditiOO, a sense of the trend of increase in

proportions of high-level response as the age of the respondents incresses

can be gained try lOoking at the throe linegraphs repTeeentinglevels in

sequence.

Results of Jiwiging ms Related to HThathssis 2

Knothesis 2 states that the txond of stages of empathy to be

observed over a period of time in a group dramatisation that is freely

20
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planned by the participants will be upwari rather than downward, Hy-

pothesis 2 is intended to test the hierarchical nature of empathic response,

that is, the tendency of higher stages of empathy to build on and incor-

porate lower stages of empathy. If the proposed theory is valid in a

hierarchical sense, one might expect to see in a dramatized situation,

which presumably mirrors human interaction fairly realistically, a

gradual development of higher forms of empathic response. One would hope

to see intermediate stages between the base response and the highest stage

response represented.

A scattergran (Figures 4, 5, 6 an 7) was chosen as the vehicle for

displaying instanoes of response occurring at different stages of empathy

within a period of time. The vertical axis on the scattergram represents

Stages One through Seven. The horizontal axis represents the length of

any dramatization divided into seven intervals, Since the dramatizations

vary in length, the scattergram represents the entire response in each

draaatization assigned to seven segments of the horizontal axis on a

sequential basis, The length of any dranatization is divided into seven

parts as equal to each other as can be arranged. The numbers one to

seven divide the dramatization from first to last. The response, no

matter what its duration, is distributed among the seven intervals as

evenly as possible.

Cluster/ma sevens. The judges used a seven to indicate the

beginning and ending of each dramatisation, a fact whirl* accoUnts for the

peculiar clustering of sevens in the first and, last segments. The feet

that the first segment in Figure 4 contains four more dots than the last

segment means that the numberseven was used to represent contusion
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or non-meaningful response in addition to the obligatory seven. This

feature did not appeared the,fifth-sixth or college-ege levels,. but

..did appear at the pre-school level.

Telesoonisg best expedient,. .While the method of telescoping the long-

er dramatisations in order to make a comparison of unequal lengths of

dramatized protocols is not mathematically. rigorous, it was the best ex-

pedient among alternatives. Inthe field study, subjects were given con-

plot* freedom to select the subject of dramatisation, to4mactice itvand

to act itout before a group.while being videotaped, Some method of cow:

paring unequal lengths of dramatization was necessary.

At the pre-school.leveluhowever, the writer.suggested to the children

what characters and situations they might enjoyplaying, She did not.direct

the acting norprovide any details of what they should do. The nininal

guidance provided was necessary because of the extreme youth of the children

and their.inability to accept responsibility for planning and..carrying out
. .

a scene alone. The pre-school protocols of group rerponse actually.con-

slated of one short dramatisationlItIlowinganother, sometimea the'same

incident, but with different children participating, At that levil, there-

fore, the.elements of group planning and sustained,interpretation of an

incident were's:Using.

Pre-echool scstWgram. The:pre-school scattergram (Figure.5) erhi-

higher.stage. response midway in the time'periods with a

tepexihigaffin-the.latter half. .This-pettern does not supportHypothesis 2.

Hin:its.forecast ofan.upward trend. The hypothesis was compromised,.howevmr,

even Itafere the results were *because. the children ditinet fully,plan

and onrry.through thedtemmtisatioas. The'results.can. be used,to.seggest
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other hypotheses however. One such hypothesis is that the trend of re-

sponse at pre-school level might be a function of the children's fresh-

ness rather than their tendency to build higher response on. lower.

Fifth-sixth grade scattermram. The data belonging to the fifth-sixth

grade level (Figure 6) is more representative of the total range of empathic

response than is the.data at pre-school or college.ege levels. Except for

Stage One (Exterior Imitation), all stages of response are repreeented at

the fifth-eixth grade level, even a few of the variety labeled seven,

which represents non-meaning or confusion.

Stage Four (Beidentification) is present throughout most time inter-

vals. But Stage Five (Creative Empathic Problem Solving) and Stage Six

(Altruistic &apathy) are concentrated in the last two intervals, thus lend-

ing support to Hypothesis 2, A unique and interesting feature found at

the fifth-sixth grade level is the presence of Stage Three (Resistance)

throughout the time span. Neither pre-school nor college-age protocols

showed any threes.

It should be noted that the fifth-sixth grade children who took

part in this study were perhaps atypical of that grade population. They

were webers of two classes of gifted children dram froa several contig-.

nous neighborhoods in the Seattle school systea, Not only did the children

haws an exceptionally high degree of cognitive development for the/rage,

but the program' itself offered experiences that the average intermediate

grade child does not have. In the affective domaia, however, there is no

season to suppose that the children were unrepresentative of their

ada-nrouP
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Examination of the records of individual dramatizations at the

fifth-sixth grade level showed gaps in the hierarchy. The trend exbibited

on the scattergram comes into evidence only when group responses are melded

into a composite.

College-ans scatterwram. The scattergram of college-age response

(Figure 7) lends support to Hypothesis 2, although not with as comprehensive

occurrence a the various stages as the fifth-sixth grade scattergraa,

Stage Four (Reidentification) is present in varying amounts throughout,

but Stage Five (Creative Empathic Problem Solving) appears first midway

through the time intervals and is present in the last interval. Stage Six.

(Altruistic Empathy) is sissing. At the college-age level, the only sevens

present are obligatory, indicating that the amount of non-meaningful response

in the protocoli of dramatised group response man nil, The Stage Fives

(Creative Empathic Problem Solving) as a whole, followed, rather than

preceded, the occurrence of Stage FOurs (Beidentification), a fact which

suggests theirdmpendence on the immediately lower stage of response.

This fact supports the assumption of hierarchy in Hypothesis 2 at the

coilege-age

Togetherthe fifth-sixth grade scattergram and the college-age scatter-

grail lend sUpport to Hypothesis 2 in their trend of occurrence of higher

stages of 'empathy as dramatisations developed in time. The lick of

Stage Three (Resistance) response at the college-age invites speculation,

One possible explanation, which would support the hierarchical hypothesist,

is that if Stage.Three (Resistance) can occur only after imitation has

been interiorised (Stagg Teo), it is likely to be manifest first in

middle childhood. Perhaps adults, who have learned to recognise their

ownJlesistance express it internally sw4hat it is.,not observable. The
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interiorization of Resistance would support ihe hierarchical hypothesis.

In the scattergrams, where high stage response occurs, there is a

tendency for the.fUll range of stages of response from Stage Two upward to

be represented. The absence of Stage One (Exterior Imitation) suggests

two explanationss (1) the unself -conscious type of Stage One response would

require a more natural setting than the study provided, and (2) the young-

. est children takingpart in the study were probably already beyond the

very earliest sensory-motor stage of response described in Stage One, so

that their bass.of empathic response was at Stage Two (Interiorized Imi-

tation) rather than Stage One (Exterior Imitation).

The scattergrams as a whole exhibited a close relationships between

Stage Fbur (Reidentification) and Stage Five (Creative Empathic Problem

Solving) with Stags Five apparently preceded by and accompanied by Stage

FOur response. Stage Six (Altruistic Empathy) was seen only once (at the

fifth-sixth grade level). Cther response on the protocol was at Stage Two

(Interiorized Imitation). If there was a complete range of response ap.

companying the one instance of Stage Six, it was interiorised, Con-

sidering the high level of abstraction that a Stage Six (Altruistic Ea-

pathy) response demands, such interiorisation is not unlikely.

In the totality of the scattergrams, Hypothesis 2 was supported.

The incidence of higher stage response was greater in the latter half of

the time intervals in the combined scattergrams (Figure 4)., There was

a slight upward trend. Because there were differenced in the patterns

revealed within age-levels, further studies are indicated.

25
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Discussion

Reliability Results Unstable .

'The reiults of.the'interjudge reliability 'check were, too unstable

to permit the statement that, given training such as the three judges had

three 'intelligent people could reach'a satisfactorylevel of agreement on.'

what stages of empathy'were .exhibited in videotaped:protocols.

Kerlinger (1965) zaid that tolxvinterpretable, atest.must be re117

able. Hepointed out that,'while reliability is not the post important facet,

of measurement,.it is still extremely important., like moneyvthe lack of

'it is.the real problem.. .Karlinger's-statement would seem to umierraitue

this whole study of empathic response were it not for the.fect that the.,

study,is not truly experimental. It it, howeirexi empirical, . It is an

attempt to bring theory into the realm of observation, 'There is.an al-

most complete lack of control of the various elements that nomprise.the

Study, a fact which prohibitsthe use of the term "experimental" to

describe the study, The writer regards the study, rather, as a..compar-

atively realistic..attempt to subject a theory ofeipathy tothe stress

ofempiricalobservation so that.both,its strengths and weaknesses can bet

highlighted, A low.inter-judge reliability in.this context 'is a. challenge'

rather thau.'a deterrent.

Deficiencies of the Study Viewed .

The following possibilities are suggested to.explain the defi-.

ciencies in inter-judge reliability fonnd in.the,siudys.(1). the .stages,

as defined, are..not sufficiently'susoeptible to.descriminstio4.(2) the: .

.judgeovneedlongertminingun videotapes similar:to those:they are re-

quired to Judge,,(3).empathii
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to tont. nag (4) tmo judgme, =ether than throe, should be trained to

Crtt41444 iambi of agreement based os the writer's Judgment tempered

by experlance.

Of the foam possible" eleficlancies, tem preclosinsts la the =Uses

judgment. They arcs (1) that the training of Judges leas mot long enough

nor focused es protooels sufficiently siallar to these used la the actual

steady, sad (2) thst the stages, as deflami, Tem vat sufficiently suecep-

tildes to enscrisinstien, The use of three judges I. the Until study,

booms, helped meal oceplarities and problems mow clesrly tams the

sme of tne judges woulet, ao. Sue of taints's far selleldlity mue

secrtficset, to sem orteat, in favor of exploring fir problems. WI

atter further rellsemeats la the theca hem Imes mule would aoso siger-

ous experimental procedures

Possible Aokaos

Teresa ef visual displays of U. jedglag has prompted theme assess-

sestss (1) Stays Tye (Isterlorised mei Thew (Ssidestifics-

ties) out be herd to disetrialasts, (2) it is set slimy* easy to disorla-

lasta batmen Stages Your (Seleiestificaties) and Irlimp(cruitive mosals

Problem Salvias), sad (1) Stye Three (Sesieteass) is ebeerved infre-

guently eneegle ts same sesplaless about either ita existence sr its

operstielesi estialtide. Ites lack of ebeerest Stage Oles (lbetarier lei-

%atlas) sleet empires agplanattio.

Is IM xslisbility steaks, oily sae jai. observed MID now

(Seeistanse) vespieses, In U. actual jsiglag situstime, sll these 3sis.

gm ow lastest*" ef $tage Thres respesse, tee apprerlastsly la U. seas

et,
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amount and the third only miniamlly. Theta* situations differed in that

the reliability check was dome on Identical portions deprotocol while the

actual study was dame on separate and independent protocols. -These

statements are made to suggest that it was net impossible for any of the

Judges to observe Stage Three response. Nevertheless, Stage Three (Heels-

tames') remains problem area that should be subjected to further definition

and experimental observation.

Implications

The implications deriving from the tentative answers to the two-fold

prOblen presented SAW* stalky flU ventor throe categorises (1) the theo-

retical, (2) the prectical, ant (3) mow* sended.

Theoretical Implications

Hierarchs, ed'Itemathr exhibits theoretical likemeseee to Piagetlau

develeeesetal cogeitive theory is its structure. In its process, it ney

constitute soother liak in the growlag chola of theoretical trenstructs

claiming kinship with Plaget's theory. Ohl's/awes exploratimuseethe

development of morality &Nowa similar theoretical base. If diver*, poi*

ahelegicat cometructe mass intellieence, morality, sad efatity can he

sheen to be closely related, ell benefit from asessiatien within a

simgle paradigm.

assistance and motive empathy. The positing of a stags of pesisteaoe

within the hierarOhical development of empathy could help explain the

existesee if a gisysbalsOcal state variously called antipathy ih hihre

elanato tlass, saosegitivo ompathy In mast poobelogioal exploratious.

Affective versos ~Mine wiestkr. *manse mos Otte mai peastiv

has almeys exhibited affective oensetatieme in spits of its sephaels on

n n
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keselsol or uniorstamding perms. A Hierarchy of Zurathy could Wove to

be the trauma,* within *doh both states are .zpIatisd s mall as mumazy-

meter asaltestatIons of empatby,

Couseelor esesthy Included. Ruch of the xperlmostal literature ea

empathy coma= the detection and messuremert of oupstkr la counselor-

patient zelatigashipa, The /nestles nest such etedlee sok Is sot, last

is ilkall&thrr Instead, it is Mew can empathy be measured or tauslitr Thus

is as ImplIalt assumption that eagathy has already bees defined. In light

of the preseet exploratory study, such aa assamptioa say sat be uarranted.

A Hisrsrc.f could prove to be the theoretical framaverk that

performs that service.

Several practical leplicatleas derive tree Use possible placement

of espatky theory ulthla an ovorall Plagetlaa developmental cognitive

vexedly". Some of the Isplicatiems for both teachers and lesseers will be

stated briefly in the paragraphs that false,

ihnidstaiugawriatersiCsittnibeftenm currsitt isterst

Is extra-lingua oemensicatien each as bedy Logue., as sell se

leg In the affeative desals mob as valem-edecatien, indicates Se ex-

peallag comimpt ef the Ms ef edecatise. It is passible that Lamm-
*up/Age& mill provide the ratiserale for teachers te help children

develop their seesery*meter seesaw snob a* betr-Isawage perpoestally

vIthis a esiest Meow sad their affective reepeesee mob es siemeal

appreetattio er valuing of peivesei relatiesahips eithla the ease theme

et the mar tine they axe direeloping their emit Uswidatie ommem-

teatime AMA vette* axe limply eegettles is ehareeter,

29
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Developing empathy as a nrsludo to morality. The events of recent

times have emphaelsed the importance of morality withinn culture. Even

before tin public felt the need, educators were moving la the direction of

identifying the development of morality within the child. Kohlberg's

marality investigatioss aro perhaps the best kw= in educational circles.

BOOM* Hierarchy of Empathy follows a stellar devnlPlawnial Wong*
as does Iehlberg's morality constrict, and because a relationship to moral

deoelopnent is explicitly indicated in the empathy theory, teachers nay

find within Hierarchy ef Wanathy the rationale for teaching sansth7 as

a prelude to morality.

Develoging empathy for creative personal relationships. Society ricer.

nines e need for strengthening personal ties in an era when the economy seems

to push in the direction of dehumanisation. Within the schools, teachers,

administrators, and students want more personal relationships instead of

stereotyped roles. Because the fostering of personal relationships is an

endeavor sometimes fraught with perill-the provision of- a rationale within

which to teach creative approaches to understanding ethers would seen

dosizable. The empathy theory presented in these pages nay provide that

rationale.

Promoting seouential empathic develoneent. Whils most people recog-

nise the value of *apathy, they are, perhaps, not oognisant of the differ-

ing forms which empathy can tab.. Also they are violably not used te

thinking of *apathy se a developmental process. If the sequence of devel-

opment suggested in the present stair is affirmed in subsequent studios,

teachers will have the rationale for building on whatever developmental

stage of eavathy the child manifests la order to ncourage further de-

velopment at the nest stage.



thic dere lu teachers Asaeoronary to

buUding on empathic strengths in students in order to promote further

growth in empathy, teachers themselves could use A Hie of to

identify theirown dominant level ofempathic response. They could find

motivation for theirown fUrtherdevelopment,in persona/ relations.

Research tions

14 order that the foregoing theoretical and practical indications

may be acted upon, there is an express need fer furtherressarch in empathy

as e deVelopmental blercarchial cognitive-t6ust process. Ybllow-up studies

can come fres two sources, the amttor, or other educators or theorists who

may find somethieg within this study to provoke questions that thoy would

like to answer. latber.wey, the construct A Hie of is sub-

ject to modification or. rejOction as further research helps.elarify or

rule out steges and levels as positod.

If a revised construct emerges from future research done by the

writer, otherresearclUms are invited to test it and extrapolate. If

aeotherresearcheroffers a divergent orvarlaat construct. ths opPor`

Unity for pooparlsons and refinements will exist,

Whateverthe validity of A the need

for thoortical and practical explorations la empathy theory in such

remains

the sae, way that fUrtherstudies in the development of morality aro

seeded. While 4grapauas a construct haarprobably net been explorml

la recent tines. such an exploration eould prove exciting In Itself

and onlightwag an & posparativii basin with empathy explorations.

It is probabl e that the research implications of a theory of de-

velolulental 0111Pet4 aro only faintly glivood at this time.

A Hierarattv
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